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The research was the collaborative work of various branches in order to find an optimum and
minimal solution for solving the problem for certain amount of homeless. To identify an
optimal and minimalistic solution for a certain number of homeless individuals, the current
research resulted from an associative work of several diverse branches. In order of using
architecture as a real pulling force the profession was observed from not only the perspective
of its secluded limitations, or vanity and excellence concepts serving the “strongest of the
life”, but was a tool for collaborating of several branches (waste management, manufacturing)
and serving people with life difficulties . It was observed that the utilization of architecture as
a fundamental driver of the profession could be attributed to secluded limitations, we well as
concepts of vanity or excellence, i.e. “strongest of the life,” in addition to being instrumental
in collaboration of branches like manufacturing, waste management and more towards better
serving individuals who encounter a challenging life.
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Furthermore, the project carries a psychological
character and is aimed in involving of homeless people into some kind of profession, along
with the owning of a shelter. In addition, the project essays a psychological character, which is
oriented towards engaging homeless individuals in certain kind of an employment or a job in
addition to providing shelter ownership. There are few limitations, such as the project is new,
and most of
these people are uneducated in terms of complex constructions, but having transferred this
scheme into real life in future more sophisticated and deep knowledge of the job may be
taught to these people(which will also pull them back into society), and more elaborate and
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unique forms of shelters may appear from the hands of their owners. The project presents
certain limitations like the novelty of the project, lack of education and awareness of the
homeless as regards complex constructions. However, the implementation of the theoretical
scheme of the research into reality will contribute towards augmented in-depth and
sophisticated job knowledge, which may be extended to these homeless individuals. Also, this
will serve as a tool for these individuals to gain an entry into the regular society and also may
lead to the development of more elaborate and unique shelter forms.
Every branch discussed above has its positive effects and the final product will catch the
valuable and more appropriate points from all of them, according to discussions made above,
and will be an outcome of collaboration of various methodologies, because it is essential to
collaborate several perspectives to catch an optimum. Each of the specific branch as discussed
above, is expected to impact the final product positively to incorporate the best suited and ideal
points from each branch in alignment with the discussions presented above. Thus, the outcome
would necessarily incorporate a collaborative approach of diverse methodologies, which is
essential to optimally benefit from the advantage of each approach.
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Outcomes
The research was the collaborative work of various branches in order to find an optimum and
minimal solution for solving the problem for certain amount of homeless. To identify an
optimal and minimalistic solution for a certain number of homeless individuals, the current
research resulted from an associative work of several diverse branches.
In order of using architecture as a real pulling force the profession was observed from not only
the perspective of its secluded limitations, or vanity and excellence concepts serving the
“strongest of the life”, but was a tool for collaborating of several branches (waste management,
manufacturing) and serving people with life difficulties . It was observed that the utilization of
architecture as a fundamental driver of the profession could be attributed to secluded
limitations, we well as concepts of vanity or excellence, i.e. “Strongest of the life,” in addition
to being instrumental in collaboration of branches like manufacturing, waste management and
more towards better serving individuals who encounter a challenging life.
Furthermore, the project carries a psychological character and is aimed in involving of
homeless people into some kind of profession, along with the owning of a shelter. In addition,
the project essays a psychological character, which is oriented towards engaging homeless
individuals in certain kind of an employment or a job in addition to providing shelter
ownership. There are few limitations, such as the project is new, and most of these people are
uneducated in terms of complex constructions, but having transferred this scheme into real life
in future more sophisticated and deep knowledge of the job may be taught to these
people(which will also pull them back into society), and more elaborate and unique forms of
shelters may appear from the hands of their owners.
The project presents certain limitations like the novelty of the project, lack of education and
awareness of the homeless as regards complex constructions. However, the implementation of
the theoretical scheme of the research into reality will contribute towards augmented in-depth
and sophisticated job knowledge, which may be extended to these homeless individuals. Also,
this will serve as a tool for these individuals to gain an entry into the regular society and also
may lead to the development of more elaborate and unique shelter forms.
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Every branch discussed above has its positive effects and the final product will catch the
Valuable and more appropriate points from all of them, according to discussions made above,
and will be an outcome of collaboration of various methodologies, because it is essential to
collaborate several perspectives to catch an optimum.
Each of the specific branch as discussed above, is expected to impact the final product
positively to incorporate the best suited and ideal points from each branch in alignment with
the discussions presented above. Thus, the outcome would necessarily incorporate a
collaborative approach of diverse methodologies, which is essential to optimally benefit from
the advantage of each approach.
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Outcomes
The research was the collaborative work of various branches in order to find an optimum and
minimal solution for solving the problem for certain amount of homeless. In order of using
architecture as a real pulling force the profession was observed from not only the perspective
of its secluded limitations, or vanity and excellence concepts serving the “strongest of the
life”, but was a tool for collaborating of several branches (waste management, manufacturing)
and serving people with life difficulties . Furthermore, the project carries a psychological
character and is aimed in involving of homeless people into some kind of profession, along
with the owning of a shelter. There are few limitations, such as the project is new, and most of
these people are uneducated in terms of complex constructions, but having transferred this
scheme into real life in future more sophisticated and deep knowledge of the job may be
taught to these people(which will also pull them back into society), and more elaborate and
unique forms of shelters may appear from the hands of their owners.
Every branch discussed above has its positive effects and the final product will catch the
valuable and more appropriate points from all of them, according to discussions made above,
and will be an outcome of collaboration of various methodologies, because it is essential to
collaborate several perspectives to catch an optimum.
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